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From the Editor 

of 

The Bent Shaft 

 When a traditional bowhunter, ala “me” is bored with life’s 

daily routines and just needs a break from it all, we daydream. I 

daydream. It doesn’t take much to get me in the mood either. 

For example, right now I’m in a daydream (I’m multi-tasking – 

I can write and dream at the same time). It’s a September bow 

hunt in the Blue Mountains of eastern Oregon and I’m standing 

on an old logging road, listening intently for sounds of defiance 

from the dark timber above and below - but the air is dead 

quiet. The evening thermals have worked their way down the 

mountain as dusk’s shadows engulf the canyon below, slowly 

moving upslope toward a final destination on the horizon. 

Darkness is only a couple of hours away, plenty of time to work 

a bull – now if one would only bugle!  

 As I begin walking the erosion-scarred road, I unlash a 

grunt tube from my fanny pack in anticipation of things to 

come. Elk tracks jump out at me from the dampened earth 

under my feet. They look to be only hours old. My instinct tells 

that elk are still in the vicinity - I can feel and smell their 

presence. They are within earshot. Examining the tracks even 

closer, I can tell a rut crazed bull is in the herd by the way one 

very large set of tracks has tore up the ground around and 

through the rest of the tracks. I visualize a big ole herd bull 

hooking and shoving harem cows back in line, and a tenacious 

old lead-cow paying little attention to his antics, as she leads 

her group of cows, calves, and spikes into the cool and secluded 

canyon below.  

 The tracks were probably made late this morning, as the 

elk traveled from feeding grounds on the grassy ridges to 

bedding grounds in the canyon, where water and shade are 

plentiful. From experience hunting this area, I know by late 

afternoon the herd, normally, will do a complete reversal of this 

pattern and cross the logging road on their way back to the 

grassy ridges above. But when and where will they cross? I’ve 

asked this question many times in the past while hunting this 

exact location. The smart thing for me to do is to slowly, walk 

the old logging road, making as little noise as possible, while 

listening for mews and chirps of feeding elk. (continued) 
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Every two hundred yards or so, if I still don’t hear 

any elk sounds, I will stop and bugle. This tactic has 

worked for me in the past, maybe it will work again. 

As I round the bend, I hear a faint, but distinct squeal 

of a rutting bull, followed by a mature sounding, 

four-note bugle that awakens the hushed mountain air 

around me. My first thought is that the bull is too far 

away to make a hunt on before dark. However, 

mountain country topography with large stands of 

dark timber can dampen sounds considerably. It is 

highly possible the bull and his harem are only a few 

hundred yards away.  

 I use a mouth-reed and grunt tube to return a 

challenge at the vociferous bull, hoping to pinpoint 

his location. I have no idea if he is above the road or 

below it. The bull quickly responds with another, 

even more imposing bugle. I now know where he is, 

or at least somewhere close. He is in the next 

drainage over from me, down canyon and downwind. 

Again, I visualize the big herd bull sheep-dogging his 

harem of cows, running feverishly back and forth, 

driving them through the white fir thickets of the 

narrowing draw.  

 I gather up my recurve bow and scramble to a 

possible interception point in the adjacent drainage, 

leaping over decaying logs while treading lightly 

across noisy pit-run rock, slowing my approach, 

significantly. I stop abruptly when I hear elk sounds 

coming from a fir thicket ahead. I now realize, I’m 

entering an elk corridor where the bull has already 

crossed the road, pushing his harem up the hill, 

directly away from me. Even though I have lost the 

race to the crossing, erasing any possible ambush 

attempt, it is a Godsend. Finally, the tide has turned, 

somewhat. The evening breeze is now in my face, the 

elk have entered a mixed species, conifer forest, a 

perfect set up for my own concealment, and the herd 

bull is now vocalizing challenges to all intruders on a 

regular basis. I am more than ready for action, as I 

lag a mere 100 yards behind the herd. 

 Following elk tracks into the dim lighted 

thicket, I find myself standing off to one side of a 

skid trail, the same trail the elk are following. To my  

surprise, a few hundred yards down slope, two 

satellite bulls are having a vocal exchange with the 

herd bull. (Hmm? Sounds similar to the chorus of a 

song I know …”two bulls to the right of me, one bull 

to the left – back in the middle again!). The two 

satellite bulls are of little concern to me, as my scent 

will eventually drift down the mountain, and poof - 

they’ll be gone! I can hear the herd bull thrashing 

brush and small trees with his antlers, maybe eighty 

yards away, up the hill. It’s time for me to take 

action. 

 With recurve in hand and arrow nocked, I 

stand motionless among second growth lodgepole 

pine. Ever so slowly, I raise my grunt tube to my 

mouth and blow a challenge in the mountain air that 

nearly replicates the herd bull’s own formidable 

challenge. Before the last note has left the end of my 

grunt tube, the herd bull responds with an aggressive, 

high-pitched squeal followed by deep guttural moans 

and groans. He is headed my way! 

 I anxiously watch as the bull charges down 

the skid trail toward me. He is a powerfully built 

animal with a noble set of 5x5 antlers. The bull skids 

to a stop only thirty yards out. I raise my bow to 

shooting height and wait for the bull to square up, 

and give me a broadside shot. But he never does. 

Instead, the bull looks directly at me and bugles. My 

heart is racing so fast I think my bow might vibrate 

right out of my sweaty palm. When the bull turns his 

head to look back in the direction of his harem, I cup 

my hand against the corner of my mouth and cow call 

in the opposite direction. The bull’s head instantly 

swings back; eyes staring into the dark timber below, 

searching for that sweet-talking cow. I’m now 

shaking like a nervous “Barney Fife” from Mayberry, 

RFD. The bull resumes his advancement down the 

skid trail, this time with a noticeable bounce in each 

step. To my good fortune, or maybe not, the bull 

should come within five paces of me. I begin my 

draw, but the bull catches my movement, so I let 

down. I swear every muscle in the bull’s body is 

shaking as fast as My heart is beating. He is as 

stressed as I am!          (continued) 

 



 In profound synchronization, I draw my bow 

and anchor; releasing the arrow as the bull does a 

180-degree turnaround. The feathered shaft zips 

across bulging muscles of the bull’s front shoulder, 

slicing its way through thick, black neck hair, 

disappearing into the darkness of the evening 

shadows. Muck and debris is slung in all directions, 

as the bull charges up the skid trail towards his 

harem. I track the bull with my eyes, praying he 

collapses within sight, but he only slows to a walk  

before vanishing in dark timber. 

  I walk five paces to where the bull stood 

when I released the arrow. The ground is dug up 

where the bull had changed direction in a big hurry, 

and there is no sign of blood, or my arrow. Could I 

have actually missed a bull elk at 15 feet? I mutter to 

myself. Right now, my confidence is at an all time 

low, and not finding my arrow is not helping matters 

at all. I decide to delay my search for the arrow and 

investigate the bull’s escape trail for possible signs of 

blood. I walk only twenty feet and discover large 

amounts of sprayed blood all over the ground, 

bushes, and trunks of trees covering ten square feet of 

space. My confidence is definitely back! The Bear 

broadhead sliced through the bull’s thick neck hair 

severing the juggler as it continued out the other side. 

A very lucky shot, it definitely was. I follow the trail 

80 yards and find my trophy lying on the ground, 

dead. A magnificent animal, a fantastic hunt, and a 

rewarding daydream. 
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My deer hunt took place last August in Nevada’s Ruby Mountains. Three of us packed in about 8 miles with 

our llamas. I was the only one with a traditional bow – a Jerry Stout longbow. My youngest son, Brian, shot a 

nice 4-point buck the first morning about 10 a.m. with an eight-yard shot straight down. The buck had bedded at 

the base of a big rock ledge. The second day, I watched a group of bucks bed down high on a ridge. It took me 

several hours to get up to where they were bedded, however, the bucks had already moved to their afternoon 

beds, but I was able to intercept my buck and put an arrow into him at 15 yards. My broadhead sliced through 

both lungs making for an easy tracking job, thank goodness. We hunted another five days hoping our other 

hunting partner would arrow a buck. He had plenty of stalks and a couple missed shots but went home without 

one. He did go back for a three-day weekend a couple weeks later and filled his tag with a nice 4-point buck.   

         
                                      

From the cover 

Ron White was kind enough to share 

a short rundown of his 2010 mule 

deer hunt. Thanks Ron! 

 

 

Can’t really call this a hog hunt this year – better call it a pig hunt. All three pigs we took were about the same 

size, small but good eating. We hunt in northwest California and this year five of us made the long, arduous trip. 

They were Jerry Stout, Chuck Perry, Bill Kerr, my son John White, and me - all shooting traditional bows. Jerry 

(above right photo), Chuck and I each took a pig and everyone had a great time as usual, however, it rained hard 

a couple days, but for the most part the weather didn’t hold us back. Ron White 

 

Jerry  

A Stout Bow on High 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quality Time 

eptember 2010 found Dr. Tom and me in 

the Bighorns Mountains of Wyoming 

hunting elk. The area was new to both of 

us, but we had done our research and were as 

prepared as we could have been when we hit the 

woods with our bows in hand.  We hunted about 12 

days and neither one of us came home with an elk, 

but we had our chances, passed up some shots, and 

gained a bit more experience and knowledge of elk 

hunting along the way.  

The highlight for me came about half way through 

our hunt when I approached the edge of a long open 

meadow near the headwaters of a high mountain 

stream.  It was late morning and most other hunters 

were back at camp napping, sipping on a beer, or 

having lunch.  Several hunters that I met on the 

forest roads informed me “…these elk just hole up 

during the heat of the day, so there’s no reason to 

waste our time huntin’ them.”  I’ve learned that if 

you listen to the average ATV jockey that you 

encounter on a Forest Service road, you can pretty 

much bet that you’ll get about what you pay for in 

terms of useful information. 

The meadow was over 100 yards across and ran for 

over a half mile, bordered by dark timber on both 

sides.  I settled to one knee and let out a bugle.  A 

response came back almost immediately as the 

largest bull I’d seen yet trotted out from the other 

side of the meadow with his heavy 6X7 rack held 

high.  He looked like he meant business as he 

bugled repeatedly and approached to within about 

60 yards into the wide open meadow.  My shaking 

hand struggled to steady my Sony camcorder as I 

took in the power and beauty of this magnificent 

beast.  Once satisfied that he’d staked his claim to 

this territory, he returned to the timber.  His bugle 

continued to betray his location. 

I swung wide and got the steady upslope wind in 

my face.  Here’s where the “quality time” started.  It 

is my firm belief that many so-called “hunters” 

miss, cripple, or otherwise botch shots at elk 

because they spend too little time with their quarry.  

I miss for other reasons, but that’s another story for 

another day.  A week in the forest each fall does not 

prepare the urbanite for the excitement that surface 

when face to face with a mature bull elk.   

The subalpine fir and lodgepole pines provided 

great concealment as I crept along the next meadow 

to the north where the big herd bull tended cows 

while warding off at least four lesser bulls.  

Longbow in one hand, video camera in the other, I 

got closer and closer until nothing but 50 yards of 

open meadow grass separated me from the elk.  For 

the next three hours, I had a front row seat for a 

show that money cannot buy.   

There was a small spring that the bull had converted 

to a mud hole wallow.  About a dozen cows and 

calves, a spike and a few raghorns walked between 

S 

 



the bull and me, offering several shots if I chose to 

take one.  The bull wallowed, rested his chin on the 

ground, bugled multiple times, and scratched his 

back with those long mainbeams.  I shot video 

while observing, learning, and training my nerves.   

With a rifle, my hunt would have been over hours 

ago.  With a compound bow, my 50-yard pin would 

have settled in and delivered a needle thin carbon 

shaft to the bull’s heart when I first approached the 

wallow.  My longbow’s limited range kept me 

watching, learning and appreciating. This kind of 

quality time comes to those who slow down, play 

the wind, and become a part of the forest.   

We (the elk and I) eventually relocated from the 

wallow to a dry day bedding area about a quarter 

mile away.  I remained within 60 yards for the next 

hour, and passed up a 30 yard shot at a wide 6X6 

that wasn’t nearly the specimen that I was focused 

on.  Then a guy with a crossgun (aka crossbow) 

spooked the herd.  The elk ran out into an opening 

as the crossgun guy crouch-walked right into the big 

bulls bed.  My experience just went from amazing 

to disgusting.  I kept a screen of cover between the 

crossgun guy and me as I ran parallel to the elk.  I 

intentionally showed myself to some of the cows 

and caused them to spook.  There was no way I was 

going to let this other guy with a high tech 

contraption kill this great bull.  For the next two 

hours, I followed and paralleled the elk, a journey 

that took me about three miles.  Another huge 6X6 

joined the party as he bugled challenges to the bull 

that I was after.  The royal and monarch called to 

each other over and over, allowing me to keep track 

of them.   

My energy was waning as I moved in between the 

two bulls.  The big 6X6 came to my call, but 

stopped just one-step short of a shooting lane at 18 

yards before turning and continuing his pursuit of 

the herd.  I bowed to the bulls and silently 

congratulated them on their victory.  

Quality time can be difficult to explain to someone  

who expects to shoot a bull from long range.  I 

watch the video from time to time and recall that 

day in my mind. I catalog the experience away for a 

future hunt when I may retrieve a bit of data from 

that Wyoming mountainside that will help me get 

an arrow into the heart of a worthy bull.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

  

Below: A New Zealand tahr. Originally from 

the Himalayan Mountains of Asia, Himilayan 

tahrs were introduced to New Zealand in 1904. 

The tahr is compared to the Rocky Mountain 

goat for its uncanny ability to maneuver up and 

down nearly vertical walls of rock.    

 

           

Below: A memorable sunset during an 

unforgettable hunt for New Zealand tahr - 

Mark’s most recent adventure. 
 



 

 

Note from editor: New Zealand lists 12 species of 

big game within its coastal boundaries – a hunter’s 

paradise! They are: Red Deer, Wapiti, Rusa Deer, 

Sika Deer, Samba Deer, Fallow Deer, Whitetail 

Deer, Himalayan Thar, Austrian Chamois, South 

Pacific Goat, Wild Pig, and Wild Bulls.  

The Fallow Deer had its origin on English parks, 

and because of this bloodline, trophies are to be 

had, especially in certain areas of the North and 

South islands, and in good numbers.  

The following are pics and notes of Jim’s recent trip 

to New Zealand.  

                                                                                              

A four-year-old fallow buck I shot after kiwi friend 

Steve Boyd “croaked” or called him in. Jim                                                         

Jim Akenson’s: “Highlights and Lessons Learned on New Zealand Trip #4.” 

#1       We hunted red deer in the North 

Island jungle. You find a lot of these big trees with 

hollow bases, which could serve in a pinch as a 

great shelter…such as when GPS batteries die and 

your compass won’t quite get you back to fly-

camp! 

 

 

#2       Fly camp…simple accommodations 

but important when camping in a true rain forest. 

 

 

A four-year-old fallow buck I shot after kiwi friend 

Steve Boyd “croaked” or called him in. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

 #5      Trad bowhunter Greg Munther from 

Montana and Philip Commins with his trusty video 

camera. Philip did not capture my shot on the 

fallow buck, but he did get some good footage of 

Steve Boyd (Kiwi friend) slaying one of his two 

bucks. 
          

   

 #4     After a week of red deer “roaring,” 

we moved to a different area for fallow 

deer”croaking”…and stayed in a luxurious hunting 

lodge (by Kiwi standerds). 

 

 

 #3     Photograph sign…if you get lost and 

need directions back to your point of origin, you’ll 

never be able to pronounce the Maory (native 

people (names)!  Montana bowhunter, Greg 

Munther. 

 

 #6     The fallow deer landscape looked like 

the rolling hill country around Tillamook, OR…for 

a little country, New Zealand is very diverse, from 

jungles and pastures up north, to jagged peaks in 

the Southern Alps of the South Island…all places 

there are fun to bowhunt! 

 
           

   



HOSTED BY  

 

22nd ANNUAL  

JIM BRACKENBURY MEMORIAL  

WESTERN STATES 

TRADITIONAL 

RENDEZVOUS  

Memorial Day Weekend     28, 29 & 30 

May, 2011  

SPONSORED BY  

 

Pre-Registration Form  

Name: _______________________________________________________________  

Please List all Shooters: __________________________________________________  

Address: ______________________________________________________________  

City: ____________________________________  State: _______  Zip: ____________  

Phone: (    ) ______ - _____________    email: ________________________________  

 
# 

Attending  

Price 

Before 

4/30/11  

Price  

After 

5/1/11  

Total  

Single Adult  _____  $26.00  $36.00  _______  

Adult Couple  _____  $36.00  $46.00  _______  

Family Max. (under 18)  _____  $48.00  $58.00  _______  

 
Pre-Registration Total _______  

 

T-SHIRTS  
T-Shirts (specify dark green or sage green) with 2011 Western States motif.  

Available in Adult Sizes: Sm, Med, Lg, X-Lg, XX-Lg  

 
Size  Color  Qty  Price(ea)  Total  

1.  _____  _____  _____  $15.00  _____  

2.  _____  _____  _____  $15.00  _____  

3.  _____  _____  _____  $15.00  _____  

   
T-Shirt Total  _____  

 

 

 Grand Total - Registration & T-Shirt(s)  _____  
 

 Make checks payable to Traditional Archers of Oregon (TAO).  

 

Enclose registration with your check and send to:  

Nancy Doran 

19417 Indian Summer Rd. 

Bend, OR 97702  

(If you are unable to attend and would like to donate a raffle prize, please sent to Nancy).  



 

Come join us on the banks of the scenic Grande Ronde River 

Rendezvous At The River 
June 11 & 12, 2011 

                      7 a.m. Registration - Saturday & Sunday 
                                              Vendors Welcome 

       Home of the famous William Sundance Tell World Championship 
                           (Shoot the apple off the dummy’s head with wood arrows only) 

                                    Do you have what it takes to be a World Champion? 

                                                                                                        
 

 
 Open shooting all weekend (40 3D targets) 

 Dry camping – plenty of room – portable toilets 

 Agenda: 

- Friday: course setup and free shooting afterwards 

- Saturday morning: open shooting/two courses 

- Saturday afternoon events: 

 Water Torture 

 Aerials 

 Long Distance 

 Dutch Oven Cook-off 

 William Sundance Tell (Wood Arrows Only) 

- Saturday Night (take your pick!): 

 Campfire camaraderie and entertainment 

 Flashlight Shoot 

- Sunday  

 Blanket Shoot & open shooting(shoot with any arrow) 

 
 

 

Registration Fee 

                                     One day    Two day 

Adults (18 and over)        $12            $20 

Youth (11-17)                    $10            $15 

Junior/cubs (10 & under)        FREE 

Family max                       $35            $45 

- Plus a $5 Weekend camping fee 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Eagle Cap Traditional Archers 
in conjunction with the 

Professional Bowhunters Society 
Off-year gathering 

 

For more info call or email Steve – 541-786-3497 or campbes2@eou.edu;  
Garth – 541-534-6750; Mark – 541-963-4238 or Russ – 541-786-5795 

 

Directions: From La Grande, go west 7 
miles on I-84. Take Hilgard/Starkey (HW-
244) exit and travel 3 miles.  
 

        Jerry Stout          Gordon Fradenburgh   Dennis Holcomb        Wayne Seward        Garth Shaw               Jim Potts             Will it be you? 

            2005                             2006                            2007                         2008                     2009                         2010                         2011 
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